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The Dangerous Summer 2002-07-25 experience hemingway s firsthand chronicle of a brutal
season of bullfights in spain in the 1950s hemingway and his wife return to spain where
hemingway had visited before as a war correspondent to cover the spanish civil war in order
to see friends and follow bullfighting events hemingway s time in spain is most often
remembered as his experiences with bullfighting his passion often conveyed through his
writing he and his wife follow summer long series events and witness the complexities and
danger within the bullfighting community in this vivid account hemingway captures the
exhausting pace and pressure of the season the camaraderie and pride of the matadors and
the mortal drama as in fight after fight the rival matadors try to outdo each other with ever
more daring performances at the same time hemingway offers an often complex and deeply
personal self portrait that reveals much about one of the twentieth century s preeminent
writers
A Detection of the Dangerous Tendency, Both for Christianity and Protestancy, of a
Sermon, Said to be Preached Before an Assembly of Divines, by G. C. 1771 this highly
controversial new book considers how the dangerous offender has become such a figure of
collective anxiety for the citizens of rationalised western societies the authors consider
ideas of danger and social threat in historical perspective legal responses to violent
criminals attempts to predict dangerous behaviour why particular groups such as women
remain at risk from violent crime this inspired collection invites us to rethink the received
wisdom on dangerous offenders and will be of interest to students and scholars in the fields



of criminology and the sociology of risk
On Turtles and Dragons and the Dangerous Quest for a Media Art Notation System (version
1.2) 2013 maisie danger brown needs excitement when she wins a harmless sounding
competition to go to astronaut boot camp that s exactly what she gets but she never
imagined it would feature stumbling into a terrifying plot that kills her friends and might
just kill her too now there s no going back maisie has to live by her middle name if she
wants to survive and she ll need to be equally courageous to untangle the romance in her
life too a clever suspenseful thriller adventure by new york times bestselling author and
master storyteller shannon hale
The Danger 1984 recapture the joy of being a child and apply it to your relationship with
god ask the difficult questions about faith then just take jesus at his word includes
discussion guide
Dangerous Ones 1996-01-01 looking back at images of violence in the popular culture of
early modern england we find that the specter of the murderer loomed most vividly not in
the stranger but in the familiar and not in the master husband or father but in the servant
wife or mother a gripping exploration of seventeenth century accounts of domestic murder
in fact and fiction this book is the first to ask why frances e dolan examines stories ranging
from the profoundly disturbing to the comically macabre of husband murder wife murder
infanticide and witchcraft she surveys trial transcripts confessions and scaffold speeches as
well as pamphlets ballads popular plays based on notorious crimes and such well known



works as the tempest othello macbeth and the winter s tale citing contemporary analogies
between the politics of household and commonwealth she shows how both legal and literary
narratives attempt to restore the order threatened by insubordinate dependents
Dangerous Offenders 2002-01-04 the relationship between criminal syndicates and
politicians has a long history including episodes even from the earliest years of america s
colonies but while organized crime may not get the headlines it once did in north america
the resurgence of such criminal activity in latin america and in some european nations has
grabbed the public s attention in dangerous liaisons noted scholars describe and analyze the
role of organized crime in the financing of politics in selected democracies in latin america
argentina brazil colombia costa rica and mexico and in europe bulgaria and italy the book
seeks to unravel the myths that have developed around crime in these locales while
providing facts and informing the debate on how organized crime corrupts democratic
institutions especially in relation to the funding of political parties and their activities
among the subjects studied in detail are the role of organized crime in political finance
through the lens of argentina s presidential campaigns of 1999 and 2007 brazil s elected
officeholders and their role in corruption the weakness of colombia s democracy the
growing role of money in costa rica s politics the destructive effects of drug money on
mexican institutions the link between organized crime narrowly and broadly understood and
political financing in bulgaria and crime and political finance in italy the work of the
scholars corrects what volume editor kevin casas zamora calls a glaring gap in the literature



on the role of organized crime in the corruption of democratic institutions that is the
funding of political parties and their activities which in these cases are mostly election
campaigns the chapters not only present the evidence but also can be regarded as a call to
action contributors include leonardo curzio cisan unam donatella della porta european
university institute delia ferreira rubio a member of the international boa
The Dangerous Ones 1970 rare memoir of a risky job performed by relatively few troops
honest and observant narrative describes the good bad and ugly of the war covers world
war ii s closing months in eastern france and germany
Dangerous 2014-04-10 dangerous liaisons is the story of the marquise de merteuil and the
vicomte de valmont two narcissistic rivals and ex lovers who use seduction as a weapon to
socially control and exploit others all the while enjoying their cruel games and boasting
about their manipulative talents it has been seen as depicting the decadence of the french
aristocracy shortly before the french revolution thereby exposing the perversions of the so
called ancien régime
Dangerous Wonder 2014-02-27 where did we get this idea that god wants us to be
complacent what if we were called to forfeit our comfortable lifestyles meet the called
mountain climbers deep sea divers fighter pilots and jungle missionaries who follow god into
the adventure of a lifetime dangerous faith tells their dramatic true stories revealing
incredible truths only risk can inspire each of these trailblazers rejects security to reach for
a perilous place few christ followers dare their stories will thrill and amaze you what they



discover just might revolutionize your life because he s calling you too into a life of risk
adventure passion freedom truth are you prepared for a dangerous faith
The Year of the Dangerous Ones 2009 this second book of the real magic series
continues to explore the ancient hermetic teachings as a mental art the art of using
consciousness itself as the tool for creating changes in consciousness what does the
hermetic axiom as above so below really mean the relationship between macrocosm above
and microcosm below is the key to the hermetic teachings macrocosm refers to the eternal
reality of light the realm of god microcosm is its reflection a fragmentation of light the world
of human existence and human ego the core of the hermetic teachings for centuries has
been focused on transforming the fragmented body of light in human consciousness and
uniting below with above
Transport of Dangerous Goods 1977 the dangerous summer is hemingway s firsthand
chronicle of a brutal season of bullfights in this vivid account hemingway captures the
exhausting pace and pressure of the season the camaraderie and pride of the matadors and
the mortal drama as in fight after fight the rival matadors try to outdo each other with ever
more daring performances at the same time hemingway offers an often complex and deeply
personal self portrait that reveals much about one of the twentieth century s preeminent
writers
Regulations for the Transportation of Explosives and Other Dangerous Articles by
Freight and Express, and Specifications for Shipping Containers 1914 excerpt from



an apology for the danger of the church proving that the church is and ought to be always in
danger and that it would be dangerous for her to be out of danger being a second part of the
apology for parson alberoni there are feveral more mss of the like na ture and tendency
which may be feen at the place of sale with the price mark d upon them about the publisher
forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at
forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important historical work forgotten
books uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the
original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an
imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our
edition we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any
imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works
Dangerous Familiars 2017-04-15 a lively trip to ireland and an action packed adventure with
lots of mischief mystery and passionate characters jennifer blake miles cavanagh just wants
to hunt in the shires but instead he finds himself the guardian to a twenty year old heiress
hell bent on marrying a fortune hunting wretch refusing to let felicity throw her life away
miles kidnaps his ward and carries her off to england but felicity s determination is proving
equal to his as fierce wills clash and fiery hearts ignite into passion felicity faces a choice
pursue her mission or trust the tyrant she s come to love from the publisher author jo
beverley is known for her consumate attention to historical detail that wisks the reader back
in time to a near first hand experience fans of regency romance and historical british fiction



set in the 19th century as well as readers of jess michaels mary balogh christi caldwell
stephanie laurens madeline hunter and mary jo putney will want to read every book by jo
beverley brimming with sensual adventure and daring wit rt a fast paced fun romance that
will keep you glued first rate keeper aromancereview com
Dangerous Liaisons 2013-09-19 with a beautiful doting fiancee and a dream job at one of
new york city s top law firms life is going well for ambitious but inexperienced attorney ryan
paullson handpicked by his new boss joseph van aardt to work on the firm s biggest case
ryan soon finds himself out of his depth and struggling with a dangerous and irresistible
attraction to the charismatic and ruthless van aardt an attraction that seems mutual ryan
and joseph begin a secret affair as they work to build their case against controversial
billionaire jack mcneil as their affair heats up ryan starts to fear how far joseph is willing to
go to win the case and when two critical witnesses die under suspicious circumstances ryan
doesn t know whether to suspect mcneil or his lover he wants to be with joseph he just
doesn t know how far he ll have to go or how far he ll have to fall to hold onto him
A Dangerous Assignment 2008-06-13 dangerous man by mary wibberley released on apr 24
1980 is available now for purchase
Dangerous Liaisons (Romance Classic) 2020-12-17 from anthrax to asbestos to pesticides
industrial toxins and pollutants have troubled the world for the past century and longer
environmental hazards from industry remain one of the world s foremost killers dangerous
trade establishes historical groundwork for a better understanding of how and why these



hazards continue to threaten our shrinking world in this timely collection an international
group of scholars casts a rigorous eye towards efforts to combat these ailments dangerous
trade contains a wide range of case studies that illuminate transnational movements of risk
from the colonial plantations of indonesia to compensation laws in late 19th century britain
and from the occupational medicine clinics of 1960s new york city to the burning of
electronic waste in early twenty first century uruguay the essays in dangerous trade provide
an unprecedented broad perspective of the dangers stirred up by industrial activity across
the globe as well as the voices rasied to remedy them
A Dangerous Faith 2010-05-19 leroy lydia s self centered domineering husband is found
dead across the room from the unconscious lydia quiet soft speaking mild mannered lydia is
later charged with his murder she was raised by a great aunt in the small town of windfield
she and her aunt were charitable people and were loved by the community she had degrees
in mechanical engineering and interior design and loved to design window displays for the
town merchants however she found it more and more difficult to continue her career after
marring leroy a farmer
RADICAL LIGHT 2010-02-24 when your lover texts you how do you know it s really them
tapping on the phone s keypad how can you be sure it s your trusted partner asking you to
dinner or the movies or into someone else s home caller id means nothing and a text
message is only a handful of anonymous words while he s watching his next victims he s
stealing mobile phones and using the devices to lure innocent partners into violent public



snares around the tourist haunts of sydney detective inspector stephanie saxon is getting
closer to finding him and even the press can see that she ll be the one to break down his
door the stalker saxon is desperately chasing knows where she lives and whom she s
sleeping with and where he can find her family but he does not know that she carries an
unlicensed firearm on her ankle and she s closer than he thinks
Atlantic Reporter 1897 cases argued and determined in the court of appeals supreme and
lower courts of record of new york state with key number annotations varies
Popery, an Enemy to Civil and Religious Liberty ; and Dangerous to Our Republic 1839 a
thrilling novel of passion and vengeance from award winning author zoe archer as nemesis
unlimited fans of kristen callihan beth ciotta meljean brook and sherry thomas will be swept
away by this exciting and compelling historical adventure romance can a common cause
lead to shared passion alyce carr has no time for the strange man in her little cornwall
village no matter how breathtakingly handsome he is life in trewyn doesn t allow for much
fun the managers of the copper mine barely provide the miners and their families with
enough food outsiders are suspect and flirts are unimaginable but simon sharpe is as keen
as his name and alyce can t ignore him for long as the founder of nemesis unlimited simon
addison shawe is well accustomed to disguise and deceit yet he s not prepared for alyce s
dogged defense of her people and the injustices the copper mine has dealt them with alyce s
help he can change the fate of an entire town and convincing her to join him is only part of
the thrill together they ignite a desire in each other much too powerful to deny but at what



cost don t miss more enthralling adventure with nemesis unlimited in sweet revenge winter
s heat and wicked temptation and check out zoe s historical romance writing as eva leigh
Documents of the City of Boston 1895 strategically placed on the global chess board as well
as controlling vast oil resources the middle east was one of the main theatres of cold war in
the 1950s the soviet union had taken advantage of arab nationalists disillusion with british
and french imperialism along with the emerging arab israeli conflict to establish relations
with egypt syria and iraq the united states responded by moving in to shore up the western
position confrontation was inevitable superpower intervention in the middle east was
written in 1978 when this confrontation was at its height the book s main theme focuses on
how the superpowers became competitively involved in local middle east conflicts over
which they could exercise only limited control and the risks of nuclear confrontation of the
kind which occurred at the end of the 1973 arab israeli war the threat to western oil
supplies is also examined this is a fascinating work of great relevance to scholars and
students of middle eastern history and political diplomacy as well as those with an interest
in the relationship between the western superpowers and this volatile region
The Dangerous Summer 1985 his wife gone his job only a memory needing surgery with no
way to get it all his hopes and dreams had sunk into an abyss of hopelessness his entire
world had collapsed he sat in his dark bedroom all hope gone and no one to turn to brandon
placed the barrel of the 357 magnum under his chin total fear horror and despair engulfed
him all fueled by an unimaginable hopelessness slowly his finger tightened on the trigger
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